The preceding communication of this series' (paper XIV) presented evidence, derived from the photometric study of 321 cepheid variable stars, on the inclination of the bar of the Large Cloud to the plane perpendicular to the line of sight. No positive indication of tilt was found, but the method is not sensitive. The scatter in apparent median magnitude of cepheids of all ordinary period lengths was found to be so large that, whatever the difference may be in the distances to the ends of the bar, it is concealed in the magnitude dispersions (see Figure 1 of Paper XIV). The positive contribution of Paper XIV lies in the discussion of the variable stars and of a certain peculiarity in the frequency of their periods.
To test the possibility that variable stars might reveal the inclination of the assumed central plane of the Large Cloud as a whole, we have carried through a special study of variable stars in two regions, G and H, which are 4°8 apart on opposite sides of the bar. This investigation extends an earlier discussion of the median magnitudes in various sections of the Cloud.2 It bears on the indication of a conspicuous tilt derived by de Vaucouleurs, who based his determination in part on the shape of luminosity contours over the Cloud and in part on some of the variable stars for which Harvard observers had published periods and apparent median magnitudes. The elongated contours were believed to indicate the tilt of a flattened system, and the variables were used to detect which side of the Cloud was nearer the observer.3
The magnitudes available to de Vaucouleurs were based on various secondary sequences. They were not as homogeneous as those we can now provide. For the present investigation of tilt we have based the two secondary sequences for regions G and H directly on a common master-sequence, using the flat field ADH plates for the intercomparisons.
Fifty-six new periods were derived to supplement earlier work in these regions, and twice that many variables were measured for the determination of type. The corrections to the median magnitudes already published, while not large, are sufficient to modify the de Vaucouleurs result, so far as cepheid variables are concerned. Two series of Bruce plates, centered, respectively, on regions G and H, were used for the measures of periods and magnitudes.
For the present account of our work most of the details of procedure can be omitted. Table 1 and Figure 1 present the summarized data. To supplement the Table I the similar material for the bar from the preceding paper of this series and some earlier results for three other regions.'
For each cepheid for which we have determined the period, P, and the photographic light curve, we compute the apparent median magnitude from the periodmagnitude relation mh = 17.14 -2.08 log P.
Then for each region we compute the mean value of the deviations of the observed median magnitudes ?ho from the foregoing period-magnitude curve, that is, we compute the mean of 7ho -rh,. When for a given area the mean deviation is positive, most of its median magnitudes fall below the period-magnitude curve, which suggests that, on the average, the variables of that area are more-distant; when the deviation is negative, the variables are perhaps nearer. But the mean-square errors of the means (sixth column of Table 1 ) are sufficiently large to advise caution in assuming that the southwest part of the Cloud is nearer. The difference of twotenths of a magnitude between the mean systematic deviations of region G and region H could also represent merely the average difference in space absorption for the two regions. Ignoring the possible difference in absorption, assuming that the magnitude standards are properly homogeneous and that the data are sufficiently numerous for this test, and taking the distance of the Cloud as 170,000 light years, we can compute that region G appears to be 17,000 light years nearer than region H. If we interpret this difference as the result of a tilt of a flattened system, the inclination to the tangent plane is about 50°.
The evidence from regions E and F, however, lends no support to this deduction. The difference is better attributed to differential absorption, to uncertainties in the magnitudes, and to the intrinsic wide spread of cepheids about the mean periodmagnitude relation.
In Figure 1 the data for the bar of the Cloud have been divided into six parts. All six sections are more positive than any region outside the bar. Probably this result indicates, as mentioned in the preceding paper of this series, that more than average space absorption is concentrated among the stars of the bar. It should be noted in this connection that region D borders on the great 30 Doradus complex of bright and dark nebulosity and that the positive deviation of the region doubtless owes something to this location.
In the course of the study of fields G and H, a considerable number of variables of types other than classical cepheids were found. In Table 2 these variables are listed (as in Table 1 of Paper XIV), and in Table 3 (as in Table 2 of Paper XIV) new variables heretofore unannounced are given, with positions, log periods, median magnitudes, and amplitudes for the cepheids and with positions, types, and maximum magnitudes for noncepheid variables. Figure 2 shows the period-magnitude relation for regions G and H. As found along the bar of the Cloud, a considerable scatter is also found here in the median magnitudes; but these variables, which are a couple of degrees from, the center of the bar, do not fall below the standard period-magnitude curve as do those of the bar. Apparently these two fields are fairly clear of dust, although both of them contain Summary.-The shape of the Large Cloud of Magellan, whether flattened or roughly spherical, remains undetermined. So far the evidence favors a chaotic form, but future studies with radio telescopes and possibly with stellar spectroscopes may clarify the matter. Our examination of the magnitudes of several hundred variable stars (38 of which were newly discovered in the course of the work) gives no positive evidence that these stars lie along a plane; but the criterion is not sensitive. A similar examination for the Small Cloud, involving 211 cepheids, is also inconclusive.
A by-product of the work is the evidence that a considerable amount of dusty obscuration affects the bar of the Large Cloud. Another by-product is an indication that the scatter in median magnitudes along the period-magnitude curves is not due to photometric inaccuracies but rather is attributable to other factors, including thickness of the Clouds~the line of sight, localized obscurations, and inherent dispersions in the median luminosities of classical cepheids.
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